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“There is no alternative to water.”
—Zaysha Grinnell, from the interior

Standing with Standing Rock
Voices from the #NoDAPL Movement
NICK ESTES AND JASKIRAN DHILLON, EDITORS

Amid the Standing Rock movement to protect the land and the water that millions depend on for life, the Oceti Sakowin (the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota people) reunited. Through poetry and prose, essays, photography, interviews, and polemical interventions, the contributors reflect on Indigenous history and politics and on the movement’s significance.

1 $17.50 $24.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0536-1
2 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0535-4
432 pages • 36 b&w photos • 2019 • Indigenous Americas Series
List of contributors: z.umn.edu/standingrock

This Wound Is a World
BILLY-RAY BELCOURT

This prize-winning collection pursues fresh directions for queer and decolonial theory as it opens uncharted paths for Indigenous poetry in North America.

“The book is a world with worlds inside it. It means to de-colonize any possible reader’s pre- or mis-conceptions about what it means to be alive and Indian today.”
—Tommy Orange, author of There There

3 $11.00 $15.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0845-4
72 pages • 2019
What God Is Honored Here?
Writings on Miscarriage and Infant Loss by and for Native Women and Women of Color
SHANNON GIBNEY AND KAO KALIA YANG, EDITORS

“Pregnancy loss experienced by Native women and women of color is alarmingly common . . . this anthology illuminates an important yet often overlooked aspect of reproductive health, lives, and justice.” —Dorothy Roberts, author of Killing the Black Body

4 $14.00 $19.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0793-8
288 pages • 5 b&w photos • 2019 • List of contributors: z.umn.edu/whatgod

Translated Nation
Rewriting the Dakhóta Oyáte
CHRISTOPHER PEXA

Translated Nation examines literary works and oral histories by Dakhóta intellectuals, highlighting creative Dakhóta responses to violences of the settler colonial state.

“Insightful . . . shows the power of translation to illuminate and conceal.” —Beth H. Piatote, author of Domestic Subjects

5 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0071-7
6 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0070-0
328 pages • 5 b&w photos • 2019

The Political Arrays of American Indian Literary History
JAMES H. COX

“In this field-changing study, James H. Cox introduces the political array, a paradigm that allows him to demonstrate that Native texts and their authors are more politically complicated than our all too often reductive generalizations indicate. Elegantly researched, wonderfully lucid, and truly essential.” —Eric G. Anderson, George Mason University

7 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0602-3
8 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0601-6
282 pages • 2019
“The definitive study of literary images of the black middle class from the 1980s to our present moment.”

—Margo Natalie Crawford, author of Black Post-Blackness

Black Bourgeois
Class and Sex in the Flesh
CANDICE M. JENKINS

With today’s repeated reminders of the vulnerability of African Americans to state and extralegal violence, Black Bourgeois considers the contradiction of privileged, presumably protected black bodies that remain racially vulnerable. Examining disruptions around race and class status in literature, Candice M. Jenkins demonstrates that the conflicted relation of the black subject to privilege is not, solely, a recent phenomenon.

9 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0580-4
10 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0579-8
280 pages • 3 b&w photos • 2019

Reading for Reform
The Social Work of Literature in the Progressive Era
LAURA R. FISHER

“Breaks important new ground in United States literary studies.” —Lori Merish, author of Archives of Labor

11 $19.50 $28.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0383-1
12 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0382-4
316 pages • 2019

Burgers in Blackface
Anti-Black Restaurants Then and Now
NAA OYO A. KWATE

A powerful account, and rebuke, of historical and contemporary racism in restaurant branding.

13 $5.50 $8.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0802-7
96 pages • 13 b&w photos • 2019
Forerunners: Ideas First Series
“An eloquent manifesto for a new university, one made to the measure of a new world.”
—George Ciccariello-Maher, author of Decolonizing Dialectics

Beyond Education
Radical Studying for Another World
ELI MEYERHOFF

Eli Meyerhoff traces how key elements of education emerged from histories of struggles in opposition to alternative modes of study bound up with different modes of world-making. Taking inspiration from Black Lives Matter, Occupy Wall Street, and Indigenous resurgence projects, he charts a new course for movements within, against, and beyond the university as we know it.

15  $70.00  $100.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0202-5
280 pages • 10 b&w photos • 2019

The Price of Nice
How Good Intentions Maintain Educational Inequity
ANGELINA E. CASTAGNO, EDITOR

How being “nice” in schools and universities works to reinforce racialized, gendered, and (dis)ability-related inequities.

17  $78.50  $112.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0566-8
312 pages • 1 b&w photo • 2 tables • 2019
List of contributors: z.umn.edu/priceofnice

Class Action
Desegregation and Diversity in San Francisco Schools
RAND QUINN

The first comprehensive political history of San Francisco’s long struggle over school desegregation in the wake of the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board of Education.

18  $21.00  $30.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0476-0
19  $84.00  $120.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0475-3
288 pages • 8 b&w photos • 4 maps • 15 tables
Available January 2020
Suspect Communities
Anti-Muslim Racism and the Domestic War on Terror
NICOLE NGUYEN

Nicole Nguyen offers a vital window into the inner workings of the U.S. security state and the devastating impact of the CVE program on local communities.

“Useful for scholars and activists alike.” —Arun Kundnani, author of The Muslims Are Coming!

20 $19.00 $27.00  paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0640-5
21 $75.50 $108.00  cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0639-9
328 pages • 5 b&w photos • 2019

Prison Land
Mapping Carceral Power across Neoliberal America
BRETT STORY

From broken-window policing in Detroit to prison-building in Appalachia, exploring the expansion of the carceral state and its oppressive social relations into everyday life.

“Brett Story is a visionary with rigor and heart.” —Rachel Kushner, author of The Mars Room and The Flamethrowers

22 $14.00 $19.95  paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0688-7
23 $56.00 $80.00  cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0687-0
240 pages • 7 b&w photos • 2019

Producers, Parasites, Patriots
Race and the New Right-Wing Politics of Precarity
DANIEL MARTINEZ HOSANG AND JOSEPH E. LOWNDES

From the militia movement to the Alt-Right to the mainstream Republican Party, Producers, Parasites, Patriots brings to light the changing role of race in right-wing politics.

“A powerful analysis of white precarity embedded in an antiracist critique of white supremacy in multicultural times.” —Cristina Beltrán, New York University

25 $56.00 $80.00  cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0358-9
232 pages • 14 b&w photos • 2019
Resisting Dialogue
Modern Fiction and the Future of Dissent
JUAN MENESES

A bold new critique of dialogue as a method of eliminating dissent.

“Resisting Dialogue draws on literature to develop a fresh vocabulary of political activism and thetic force.” —Emily Apter, author of Unexceptional Politics

26 $19.50 $28.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0676-4
27 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0675-7
288 pages • 5 b&w photos • Available December 2019

Glissant and the Middle Passage
Philosophy, Beginning, Abyss
JOHN E. DRABINSKI

A reevaluation of Édouard Glissant that centers on the catastrophe of the Middle Passage and creates deep, original theories of trauma and Caribbeanness.

“The single most comprehensive and compelling treatment to date of the philosophical dimension of Édouard Glissant’s non-fiction.” —Nick Nesbitt, Princeton University

28 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0598-9
29 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0597-2
264 pages • 2019 • Thinking Theory Series

Queering Colonial Natal
Indigeneity and the Violence of Belonging in Southern Africa
T. J. TALLIE

How were indigenous social practices deemed queer and aberrant by colonial forces?

“Sophisticated and brilliant.” —Jodi A. Byrd, author of The Transit of Empire

30 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0518-7
31 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0517-0
240 pages • 2019
“Exposes dimensions of sociality, embodiment, and empathy that carry rich (and, yes, humorous!) implications for critical theory and aesthetics.”

—Monique Roelofs, author of The Cultural Promise of the Aesthetic

Uproarious
How Feminists and Other Subversive Comics Speak Truth
CYNTHIA WILLETT AND JULIE WILLETT

Placing theorists in conversation with comedians, Uproarious offers a full-frontal approach to the very foundation of comedy and its profound political impact. Here Cynthia Willett and Julie Willett address the four major theories of humor—superiority, relief, incongruity, and social play—through the lens of feminist and game-changing comics Wanda Sykes, Margaret Cho, Hannah Gadsby, Hari Kondabolu, and Tig Notaro.

“This wide-ranging, transdisciplinary, and future-looking collection of essays nicely lays the groundwork for stimulating discussions freed from human exceptionalism.” —Marc Bekoff, University of Colorado

32 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0829-4
33 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0828-7
208 pages • 2019
Men in Place
*Trans Masculinity, Race, and Sexuality in America*
MIRIAM J. ABELSON

Miriam J. Abelson conducts in-depth interviews with trans men in the U.S. West, Southeast, and Midwest, showing how the places and spaces men inhabit are fundamental to their experiences of race, sexuality, and gender. *Men in Place* explores the shifting meanings of being a man across cities and in rural areas.

With an eye to how societal institutions promote homophobia, transphobia, and racism, *Men in Place* argues that race and sexuality fundamentally shape safety for men, particularly in rural spaces, and helps us to better understand the ways that gender is created and enforced.

“A must-read for scholars interested in masculinity and its meanings across space.”

—C.J. Pascoe, University of Oregon
Silent Cells

_The Secret Drugging of Captive America_

ANTHONY RYAN HATCH

A critical investigation into the use of psychotropic drugs to pacify and control inmates and other captives in the vast U.S. prison, military, and welfare systems.

“A ground-breaking study of psychiatric violence in U.S. prisons.” —Lisa Guenther, author of _Solitary Confinement_

36 $14.00 $19.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0744-0
37 $56.00 $80.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0743-3
184 pages • 10 b&w photos • 2019

Deadly Biocultures

_The Ethics of Life-Making_

NADINE EHLERS AND SHILOH KRUPAR

Deadly Biocultures suggests life’s inextricable links to capital but that also engender a politics of death and erasure.


38 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0507-1
39 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0506-4
256 pages • 16 b&w photos • Available December 2019

Medical Necessity

_Health Care Access and the Politics of Decision Making_

DANIEL SKINNER

From medical marijuana to reproductive politics, the concept of medical necessity underscores divisive debates in American health care. Daniel Skinner argues that sustained political engagement with medical necessity is essential to developing a health care system that meets basic public health objectives.

40 $19.50 $28.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0377-0
41 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0376-3
228 pages • Available December 2019
South American Journals
January–July 1960
ALLEN GINSBERG
EDITED BY MICHAEL SCHUMACHER

Covering a tumultuous six months, Allen Ginsberg describes his travels through Chile and Peru, his visit to Machu Picchu, and his search for a source for *ayahuasca*, or *yagé*. Interspersed with poetry, these observations amount to a critical chapter in the poet’s informal autobiography.

352 pages • 8 b&w photos • 2019

The Art of Protest
Culture and Activism from the Civil Rights Movement to the Present, Second Edition
T. V. REED

A second edition of the classic introduction to arts in social movements, fully updated and now including Black Lives Matter, Occupy Wall Street, and new digital and social media forms of cultural resistance.

43 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0621-4
44 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0622-1
528 pages • 20 b&w photos • 2019

Daring to Be Bad
Radical Feminism in America 1967-1975, Thirtieth Anniversary Edition
ALICE ECHOLS
FOREWORD BY ELLEN WILLIS

This thirtieth anniversary edition of *Daring to Be Bad* reveals how current debates about race, transgender rights, queer theory, and sexuality echo issues that galvanized and divided feminists fifty years ago.

45 $17.00 $24.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0870-6
472 pages • 8 b&w photos • 2019
“The contemporary political moment makes this book particularly timely, but its grace and power will remain timeless.”

—Anthony Marra, author of A Constellation of Vital Phenomena

The Alchemy of Meth
A Decomposition
JASON PINE

*The Alchemy of Meth* is a nonfiction storybook about St. Jude County, Missouri, where the toxic inheritance of deindustrialization meets the violent hope of this drug-making cottage industry. Jason Pine bases the book on fieldwork among meth cooks, recovery professionals, pastors, public defenders, narcotics agents, and pharmaceutical executives, with a look at the sprawling context that makes methlabs possible.

46 $15.50 $24.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0771-6
47 $61.50 $88.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0770-9
224 pages • 20 b&w photos • 2019

Dead Labor
*Toward a Political Economy of Premature Death*
JAMES TYNER

A groundbreaking consideration of death from capitalism, from the seventeenth to the twenty-first century.

“Important and profoundly unsettling, *Dead Labor* is proof that political economy can be gut-wrenching.” —Geoff Mann, author of *In the Long Run We Are All Dead*

48 $17.50 $26.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0363-3
49 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0362-6
200 pages • 2019
An Ecotopian Lexicon
MATTHEW SCHNEIDER-MAYERSON
AND BRENT RYAN BELLAMY, EDITORS
FOREWORD BY KIM STANLEY ROBINSON
Presents thirty novel terms that do not yet exist in English to envision ways of responding to environmental challenges.

50 $17.50 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0590-3
51 $70.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0589-7
344 pages • 14 color photos • 2019

Reimagining Livelihoods
Life beyond Economy, Society, and Environment
ETHAN MILLER
“Interesting, imaginative, extraordinarily well written . . . an exemplary case of how to think through the ideas and forces that shape our existence behind our backs.” —Mick Smith, author of Against Ecological Sovereignty

52 $19.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0432-6
53 $75.50 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0431-9
336 pages • 15 b&w photos • 2019 • Diverse Economies and Livable Worlds Series

When Time Warps
The Lived Experience of Gender, Race, and Sexual Violence
MEGAN BURKE
“Strikingly original and compelling . . . lays bare the complex ways that temporality, the threat of sexual violence, and white supremacy shape feminine subjectivity. This is critical phenomenology at its best: intersectional, unflinching, revelatory.” —Ann Cahill, Elon University

54 $17.50 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0546-0
55 $70.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0545-3
184 pages • 2019

Archives of Infamy
Foucault on State Power in the Lives of Ordinary Citizens
NANCY LUXON, EDITOR
TRANSLATED BY THOMAS SCOTT-RAILTON
Expanding the insights of Arlette Farge and Michel Foucault’s Disorderly Families into policing, public order, (in)justice, and daily life.

56 $21.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0111-0
57 $84.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0110-3
384 pages • 3 b&w photos • 2 tables • 2019 • List of contributors: z.umn.edu/4zms
“Richly brings to life the feelings of homesickness that infuse cultural production amid the dislocations of capitalism, warfare, and the Anthropocene.”
—Teresa Shewry, author of *Hope at Sea*

Homesickness

*Of Trauma and the Longing for Place in a Changing Environment*

RYAN HEDIGER

Ryan Hediger introduces a distinctive notion of homesickness, one in which the longing for place demonstrates intersubjectivity beyond the human. Arguing that this feeling is characteristically posthumanist, Hediger studies the complex mix of attitudes toward the familiar in an age of resurgent cosmopolitanism, especially eco-cosmopolitanism.
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Re-Enchanted

*The Rise of Children’s Fantasy Literature in the Twentieth Century*

MARIA SACHIKO CECIRE

From *The Hobbit* to Harry Potter, how fantasy harnesses the cultural power of magic, medievalism, and childhood to re-enchant the modern world.
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The Monster Theory Reader

JEFFREY ANDREW WEINSTOCK, EDITOR

A collection of scholarship on monsters and their meaning—across genres, disciplines, methodologies, and time—from foundational texts to the most recent contributions.
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Cyberwar and Revolution
_Digital Subterfuge in Global Capitalism_
NICK DYER-WITHEFORD AND SVITLANA MATVIYENKO
Uncovering the class conflicts, geopolitical dynamics, and aggressive capitalism propelling the militarization of the internet.

“Superbly crafted . . . could not be more timely.” —Gabriella Coleman

64  $17.50  $24.95  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0411-1
65  $70.00  $100.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0410-4
240 pages • 2019

Zoological Surrealism
_The Nonhuman Cinema of Jean Painlevé_
JAMES LEO CAHILL
Rethinking the entangled histories of cinema, Surrealism, and scientific research in interwar France.

“Excavates an urgent nonhuman ethics made possible through film.” —Jennifer Fay, author of _In hospitable World_

67  $78.50  $112.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0215-5
408 pages • 72 b&w photos • 2019

Playing Nature
_Ecology in Video Games_
ALENDA Y. CHANG
Alenda Y. Chang suggests several ways to rethink existing game taxonomies and theories of agency while revealing surprising fundamental similarities between game play and scientific work.

68  $19.00  $27.00  paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0632-0
69  $75.50  $108.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0631-3
320 pages • 34 b&w photos • Available December 2019
Electronic Mediations Series, volume 58

Bad Film Histories
_Ethnography and the Early Archive_
KATHERINE GROO
A daring, deep investigation into ethnographic cinema that challenges standard ways of writing film history and breaks important new ground in understanding archives.

71  $78.50  $108.00  cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0032-8
376 pages • 30 b&w photos • 2019
Sound, Image, Silence
Art and the Aural Imagination in the Atlantic World
MICHAEL GAUDIO
72 $21.00  $30.00
73 $84.00  $126.00
cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0739-6
216 pages • 67 b&w photos • 16 color photos • 2019

Sensations of History
Animation and New Media Art
JAMES J. HODGE
74 $19.00  $27.00
75 $75.50  $108.00
232 pages • 29 b&w photos • 4 color photos • 2019
Electronic Mediations Series, volume 57

Variations on Media Thinking
SIEGFRIED ZIELINSKI
76 $24.50  $35.00
77 $98.00  $140.00
456 pages • 146 b&w photos • 2019
Posthumanities Series, volume 52

The Platform Economy
How Japan Transformed the Consumer Internet
MARC STEINBERG
80 $19.00  $27.00
78 $19.00  $27.00
cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0694-8
304 pages • 12 b&w photos • 2019

The Eloquent Screen
A Rhetoric of Film
GILBERTO PEREZ
FOREWORD BY JAMES HARVEY
81 $21.00  $29.95
80 $21.00  $29.95
paper ISBN 978-0-8166-4133-8
cloth ISBN 978-0-8166-4132-1
432 pages • 2019

Star Wars after Lucas
A Critical Guide to the Future of the Galaxy
DAN GOLDING
Politics, craft, and cultural nostalgia in the remaking of Star Wars.
82 $15.50  $21.95
264 pages • 17 b&w photos • 2019

Debates in the Digital Humanities 2019
MATTHEW K. GOLD AND LAUREN F. KLEIN, EDITORS
83 $24.50  $35.00
84 $98.00  $140.00
paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0693-1
cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0692-4
472 pages • 32 b&w photos • 2 tables • 2019
Debates in the Digital Humanities Series

Information Fantasies
Precarious Mediation in Postsocialist China
XIAO LIU
85 $19.50  $28.00
86 $78.50  $112.00
328 pages • 45 b&w photos • 2019
Everyday Equalities
Making Multicultures in Settler Colonial Cities
RUTH FINCHER, KURT IVESON, HELGA LEITNER, AND VALERIE PRESTON
“A rigorous and richly detailed argument about geographies of difference and the praxis of the everyday. This is a rare and welcome feat.” — Ananya Roy, coeditor of Encountering Poverty
87 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-0-8166-9464-8
88 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-0-8166-9463-1
272 pages • 15 b&w photos • 2 tables • 2019

Cyclescapes of the Unequal City
Bicycle Infrastructure and Uneven Development
JOHN G. STEHLIN
“A strong wake-up call to current cycling policy in North American cities . . . the best study yet of why the bicycle is failing to meet its emancipatory potential.” — Mimi Sheller, author of Mobility Justice
89 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0381-7
90 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0380-0
312 pages • 24 b&w photos • 11 maps • 9 tables • 2019

Fighting for NOW
Diversity and Discord in the National Organization for Women
KELSY KRETSCHMER
An unparalleled exploration of NOW’s trajectory.
“An exciting addition to the literature on feminist organizations.” — Suzanne Staggenborg, University of Pittsburgh
91 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0316-9
92 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0315-2
196 pages • 2 b&w photos • 1 table • 2019

Governance Feminism
Notes from the Field
JANET HALLEY, PRABHA KOTISWARAN, RACHEL REBOUCHÉ, AND HILA SHAMIR, EDITORS
An interdisciplinary, multifaceted look at feminist engagements with governance across the global North and global South.
93 $24.50 $35.00 paper ISBN 978-0-8166-9850-9
94 $98.00 $140.00 cloth ISBN 978-0-8166-9849-3
640 pages • 4 tables • 2019
Happiness by Design
Modernism and Media in the Eames Era
JUSTUS NIELAND

Happiness by Design offers a fresh cultural history of midcentury modernism through the film and multimedia experiments of Charles and Ray Eames and their peers.

95 $28.00 $39.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0205-6
96 $112.00 $160.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0204-9
400 pages • 124 b&w photos • 20 color photos • Available February 2020

The Decorated Tenement
How Immigrant Builders and Architects Transformed the Slum in the Gilded Age
ZACHARY J. VIOLETTE

“(An) astonishing study of the architecture of tenements in New York and Boston (that) brilliantly highlights the role that xenophobia played in housing reform.” —Matthew Gordon Lasner, author of High Life

98 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0412-8
288 pages • 129 b&w photos • 22 color photos • 2019

Living on Campus
An Architectural History of the American Dormitory
CARLA YANNI

An exploration of the architecture of dormitories that exposes deeply held American beliefs about education, youth, and citizenship.

“This volume should be required reading for those interested in designing architecture for academic use.” —CHOICE

100 $98.00 $140.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0455-5
304 pages • 132 b&w photos • 14 color photos • 2019

Avant-Garde in the Cornfields
Architecture, Landscape, and Preservation in New Harmony
BEN NICHOLSON AND MICHELANGELO SABATINO, EDITORS

A close examination of an iconic small town that gives boundless insights into architecture, landscape, preservation, and philanthropy.

“Readers will look at American modernism from a radically new perspective.” —Gwendolyn Wright, Columbia University

101 $28.00 $40.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0314-5
102 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0313-8
392 pages • 160 b&w photos • 22 color photos • 2019 • List of contributors: z.umn.edu/4zmt
Learning versus the Common Core
NICHOLAS TAMPIO
An open challenge to Common Core's drive for uniformity, with a vision for what democratic education can look like.
103 $5.50 $7.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0779-2
102 pages • 2 tables • 2019

Edges of the State
JOHN PROTEVI
Drawing upon anthropology, political philosophy, neuroscience, evolutionary biology, child developmental psychology, and other fields to look at the formation, and edges, of states.
105 $5.50 $7.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0796-9
100 pages • 2019

Theory for the World to Come
Speculative Fiction and Apocalyptic Anthropology
MATTHEW J. WOLF-MEYER
Can social theories forge new paths into an uncertain future?
107 $5.50 $7.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0780-8
116 pages • 2019

Town Hall Meetings and the Death of Deliberation
JONATHAN BEECHER FIELD
Tracing the erosion of democratic norms in the US and the conditions that make it possible.
104 $5.50 $7.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0856-0
88 pages • 2019

Spoiler Alert
A Critical Guide
AARON JAFFE
Encompassing memes and trigger warnings, Vílem Flusser and Thomas Pynchon, Spoiler Alert wrangles with the state of surprise in post-historical times.
106 $5.50 $7.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0803-4
100 pages • 2019

Break Up the Anthropocene
STEVE MENTZ
Redefines the singular eco-catastrophic “Age of Man,” arguing that this age should open up the plural possibilities of Anthropocene debates of resilience, adaptation, and the struggle for environmental justice.
108 $5.50 $7.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0862-1
86 pages • 2019
In the Night of Memory
A Novel
LINDA LEGARDE GROVER

Two lost sisters find family, and themselves, among the voices of an Ojibwe reservation.

“A moving story of loss and recovery in Native America.”
—David Treuer, author of The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee

109  $16.00 $22.95 cloth/jacket  ISBN 978-1-5179-0650-4
224 pages • 2019

Magical Realism for Non-Believers
A Memoir of Finding Family
ANIKA FAJARDO

A young woman from Minnesota searches out the Colombian father she’s never known in this powerful exploration of what family really means.

“Fajardo lays bare the many complicated ways our family informs who we are and how we interact with the world.” —BuzzFeed

110  $16.00 $22.95 cloth/jacket  ISBN 978-1-5179-0686-3
208 pages • 2019

No Horizon Is So Far
Two Women and Their Historic Journey across Antarctica
LIV ARNESEN AND ANN BANCROFT
WITH CHERYL DAHLE

The extraordinary story of the first two women to cross Antarctica.

“If you think you know the story of the first female crossing of Antarctica, think again.” —Billie Jean King

111  $10.50 $14.95 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0702-0
272 pages • 35 b&w photos • 2 maps • 2019

Unapologetic Beauty
JOANNA FRUEH
PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANCES MURRAY

A startlingly powerful collaboration reimagines female beauty.

“A downright necessary meditation on women’s wisdom and beauty in aging.” —Maria Elena Buszek, University of Colorado, Denver

112  $17.50 $24.95 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0656-6
136 pages • 23 b&w photos • 17 color photos • 2019
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